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DTO
DTO is an award-winning music producer, designing
inspirational music that raises the vibrations of the planet.

DTO is a gifted musician that performs piano, guitar, and electronic music
with yoga classes, workshops, corporate/public events, and weddings.
Through his music he soulfully heals and uplifts the human experience.
He has co-created yoga + music with Cristi Cristensen, Fig Newton
Campbell, and Kino MacGregor – Piano composition, Flight, featured in
beautiful video below. DTO released his iTunes debut with Grammynominated producer, StoneBridge. His full-length album, Nameless
Energy, will be available summer 2015.

21,738 likes
3,160 followers
25.6K followers

KIYOSHI
A world premier vocalist and songwriter, Kiyoshi, has a deep
passion for empowering humanity. Kiyoshi and his band engage
audiences through highly interactive and authentic stage
performances.

Kiyoshi’s has collaborated and performed alongside some
of the most talented musicians in the game including The
Polish Ambassador, Ozomatli, Everlast, Zap Mamma, Aloe
Blacc, Xavier Rudd, Mayer Hawthorne, and Slum Village.
He was recently featured on the “Ready to Live” Health &
Wellness mixtape executive produced by Stic of the
legendary hiphop duo Dead Prez amongst other rap
heavyweights including Nas, KRS-One, Busta Rhymes,
Jadakiss, Styles P, and others that rep a healthy lifestyle
through hip hop culture.
Kiyoshi also coaches kids how to rap, freestyle, and gives vocal
activation sessions to take their self expression to another level.

602 followers

4,764 likes
6,593 followers

ABOUT
BMG
Buddha Music Group was created by conscious entrepreneur, Marc Devoe
in 2007. Marc’s intention was for any artist signed with BMG to be fully
self-expressed and contributing positive messages to the planet, hence
BMG’s motto: “Raising the Vibrations of the Planet Through Art & Music.”
As a disabled military veteran, Marc understands that the most powerful
weapons in transforming the world are music & art. At the ripe age of 12,
he found his calling in promotional work, but not until meeting his wife,
Katie, did he dive into his own self-realization and become aware that he
wanted to completely transform the realm of conscious music.
With the creation of Buddha Music Group, Marc hopes to be the catalyst
in transforming the world into one where he and others can raise their
children with peace of mind and love in their hearts. Buddha Music Group
is committed to giving back to the planet by working closely with local
and national non-profits. BMG works to make huge impacts for a variety
of charities focusing on anti-bullying, at-risk youth, veterans,
environmental challenges, and many more.
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